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Animated Maps

TAKE GRAPHIC RECORDING TO THE NEXT LEVEL
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THE

THING HERE
IS TO MAKE
PEOPLE
READ.

PIGS animations are like pigs,
Why pigs? because pigs are
very intelligent animals and
these maps are very smart
maps. . Maps that predigest
information. When you map
any topic using these
animated maps you break
down information into not
more than 5 or 6
understandable pills through
animated metaphors.

We don’t map everything we just map what answers the two questions that
create good storytelling: What is the story about in one word, what is the story
about in one sentence.
I invented this PIGS acronym for Post It Graphic-recording Scene: it helps you
remember which is the core of this type of animated graphic recording.
Basically they are Post it format maps. That’s why generally I do them in a square
canvas. This helps to post easily on instagram.
You just use one vivid color
like a post it, to catch more
attention, but sometimes
you just add white spots of
light to add some volume
or simple to drive the
attention to a specific spot
within the map.
This format is an animated
graphic recording recap
with 4, 5 no more than 6
facts easy to read, and really
focused information. You
don’t have space for
background information
here. So you just focus on
the 5 or 6 key things that
you want people to read.
And finally what is really
important is to keep things on a “scene” format. This is the same concept as
“scene” in filmmaking: usually a shot of an event or an action of film narration.
It’s a segment of a story. A scene normally occurs in one location and deals with
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one action; the end of a scene is
often indicated by a change in
time, action or location. So in
PIGS we try to draw and
animated actions that happen
on a single location.
The thing here is to make people
read.

THE
MOMENTUM

HAPPENS IN
THE MIDDLE.

The structure is really easy: the
beginning and the end of the animation is the same. Which means first and
last frames are the final map. The momentum happens in the middle. You start
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with the finished map and you finish with the finished map. Why? because
you need to create a loop in order to create hypnotic engagement.
So the magic happens when you manage to create a transformation in the
middle of the animation.
That transformations is the action, it is the key animation itself.
You need to give a purpose. So i’m not talking about moving objects from right
to left or whatever. The animation needs to be done to create more complex
metaphors or to better explain something in a way that you can’t do with a static
image.
If you do this, you already have 90% of the job done.
People get obsessed with the technical part of how to do this. But this is the
easiest part. Because this is the classic flip book animation. Which is a book with a
series of pictures that vary gradually from one page to the next, so that when the
pages are turned rapidly, the pictures appear to animate by simulating motion.
Each image on each page is motionless on a piece of paper – it does not move at
all. However, when you flip the pages quickly, the pictures really look like they’re
moving.
To do this digitally, you need an app ar software that has an “onion skin”
feature, which means that when you are drawing a frame you are able to see
what you drew on the frame before as a reference.
There are at least almost 5 free software that allow you to do this. I say almost
because the free versions generally restrict the layers quantity or put a watermark
in the final job, but you can start with the free versions and then buy the app that
you like the most.
Procreate, doesn’t have a free version but if you do digital graphic recording, it’s a
must-have app. Good news is that they included “onion skin” in their 5th version
release.

YOU DON’T
HAVE SPACE.
LAYOUT
IS KEY.

Don’t get obsessed with finding the
right App to animate. The most
difficult thing is not how to animate
but how to layout the information.
You don’t have space to ramble. You
are forced to be concrete. There are 2
things that are key to succeed with
this tiny format:
-Choosing the right layout.
-90 percent of the content should be
images.
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Remember there is no best app or software to do this, just choose the one
you feel more comfortable with:

For IPad Users
Procreate
FlipaClip
Animation desk

For Desktop software:
Windows users:
Animation Paper

For Mac and Windows
users:
Opentoonz

For Mac, Windows and
Linux users:
Pencil 2d
Krita
Synfig

One more thing about PIGS animations:
The cons are that you can’t do this live. It takes planning, preparation and time.
The pros: if do it right, you catch a lot of attention and make people read you
graphic recordings.
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My commitment is to help amateur
scribers become professional Visual
Thinkers by creating premium
courses that deliver the knowledge
that counts.
Dario Paniagua hails from Buenos Aires, Argentina, and
worked in the advertising industry at Young & Rubicam and
Saatchi & Saatchi before transitioning to what he truly loves:
teaching people to discover their hidden artistic abilities. To
keep his imagination nimble, Dario watches cartoons, builds
with LEGOs, play board games, and continually creates new
information by drawing and doodling. He has authored two
books, "Visual Speaking like a Boss" and "Visual Metaphors
Inspirational Workbook". Since 2003, he has lived in Lecco,
Italy and gives workshops live and on-line all over the world.

For more premium content visit: dariopaniagua.com
You can check my Instagram.
My Linkedin profile
or my Youtube channel with free tips videos.
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